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easonal variation irs economic functions is perva-
sive; production, sales and leisure activities vary both
substantially and systematically over the course ofeach
week, month and year. Besides the obvious seasonal
variation in agriculture, thereare well-entrenched pat-
terns in many other production, payment and con-
sumption activities of firms and households. Auto-
mobile production lines, for example, shut down in the
summer and new snodels are introduced in the fall;
retail consumer sales are heaviest during the Christ-
mas shopping months in the late fall; income taxes are
paid in April; and July is the peak month for vacation
and travel. As a result, the demand for money fluctu-
ates seasonally as firms and households rearrange their
financial portfolios to suit these varying patterns of
economic activity.

For many reasons, it is useful to distinguish these
seasonal variations in the data from longer-run cycles
or trends. The procedures that enable these seasonal
variations to be identified and, if desired, removed
from the data are called seasonal adjustment tech-
niques. In this article, we examirse attempts to isolate
the seasonal imptilses in the money stock.

WHY SEASONALL.Y ADJUST MONEY

STOCK ~%4E45URES?

There arc at least two difl’erent reasons for seasonally
adjusting money stock measures. The first reason is fur
interpretative purposes. Many analysts simply want a
times series for the money stock that reveals trend and
cycle impulses but excludes the effects of seasonal
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variatidn. In order to exclude such variation, sosne
method of identif~dngseasonal variation in the money
stock is required.

The second reason concerns the setting of monetary
policy. The Federal Reserve states its annual and
short-run objectives in terms of seasonally adjsisted
monetary aggregates. These policy objectives imply
that seasonal changes in money demand will be
accommodated, but these changes first must be iden-
tified by some method.

The In.terpreta tine Reason

Many economic time series are seasonally adjusted
for interpretative reasons. A standard analysis of tisne
series data partitions each observation into three pri-
mary factors: (1) trend-cycle, C; (2) seasonal, 5; and (3)
irregular or random, E. Consider, for example, tise
time series for demand deposits, D. Traditional analy-
sis would represent D as

(1) D, = C, S~E~.

If the seasonal factor S~is known, a “seasonally ad-
justed” measure of demand deposits can he ohtained
by dividing by the seasonal factor:

(2) ~t= C~E~.

Since the seasonal factor is intended to remove sea-
sonal variation, it will he less than 1.0 when desnand is
seasonally low and greater than 1.0 when demand is
seasonally high; over the year, by construction, it aver-
ages 1.0. Consequently, by seasonally adjusting the
data, the trend-cycle variation is revealed more clear-
ly. If analysts are interested primarily in the trend-
cycle elesnent in demand deposits, they will find sea-
sonally adjusted demand deposit data useful in their
analyses.
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Figure 1

The Effecl ol Seasonal Demand Variafion Can Be Offset
by Seasonal Supply Variation

The money stock is also of major interest to policy-
makers who are tn’ing to protnote desirable econosnic
and financial conditions by exercising control over the
money stock.

The effects of seasonal variation in the detnand for
money are illustrated in figure 1, which presents a
simple money demand-supply relationship. The de-
mand for money, given by economic tremsds and husi-
ness cycle forces, is depicted as D; the arrow indicates
an increase in money demand caused by purely season-
al factors, for example, by an April income-tax-related
shift. As the figure shows, ifthe money supply were not
adjusted to offset this seasonal demand shift, there
would he an excess demand for money at the original
equilibrium interest rate R*. Depending on the
assumed adjustment process, this disequilihritsm
could result in increases in interest rates (to R’) as
individuals and firms attempt to adjust their portfolios,
or in lower aggregate demand for goods and services as
isidividtsals and finns attempt to build up money
balances by spending less.’

If the seasonal demand shift is known inadvance and
if it is relatively costless to alter the money supply,

‘l’he reader should not conclude from figure 1 that tlse money

market clears by interest rate changes alone; it can clear through
many other insportant channels. Figure 1 is best thought of as a
pedagogical device.

then the money supply could be increased—from S to
S + ~S. — to eliminate the disequilibrium effects of
the seasonal demand shift. Conversely, if money de-
mand declines seasonally after April and if monetary
authorities want to eliminate any adjustment process
associated with an excess supply of money, the snoney
supply could be redisced to offset the impact of this
seasonal disturbance.

By targeting on seasonally adjusted measures of
money, the Fed essentially has indicated a willingness
to accommodate the estimated seasonal influences.2

Yet, the graphical analysis suggests this policy re-
sponse will be successful in easing seasonally induced
disruptions in money desnand only if 1) the seasonal
impulses coming from the demand side are correctly
estimated, and 2) these estimates are available in a
timely fashion. Successful policy actions require that
the prelirninary or original estimates of seasonal varia-
tion be reliable, because it is the preliminary estimates
that are used to guide policy. Revisions in seasonally
adjusted money stock estimates that come about one,
two or more years from now, for example, are ofno use
to policymakers who must make their decisions now.
Before evaluating the accuracy of seasonally adjusted
money measures in terms of their timeliness and re-
liability, we briefly outline the procedures employed
in seasonal adjustment of the morley stock.

CURRENT SEASONAL ADJUSTMENT
PROCEDURES

Seasonal adjustment of monetary data by the Fed-
eral Reserve Board of Governors currently is accosn-
plished by the X-11 ARIMA procedure, an extension of
the X-11 seasonal adjustment progratn first developed
by Julius Shishkin at the Bureau of the Census of the
U.S. Commerce Department.3 The X-11 seasonal

2
\’Vhile there is Iso explicit statetssesst by the Board explaining its use
ofseasonally adjusted data, William Poole and Charles Lieberisian,
“Improving Monetary Control,” Brookings Papers on Economic
Activity (2.1972), pp. 293—335, conclude that:

‘‘efficient resource allocation requires the mo’s etary autlsorities to
elinninate seaeonality in interest rates arising from seasonality in tlse
deniansd for motsey, while givitsg ft ill scope to seasonalitv in interest
rates arising from that in aggregate densa,sd. “ (p. 332)

‘
1

For a detailed description ofthe basic procedure, see Julius Shish-
kits, Allan H. Young assd Johts C. Musgrave, “Fhe X-11 Variant of
the Census Method II Seasonal Adjustment Program,” U.S. De-
partment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, l’echnical Paper
15. Washington, D.C.: Governsmeut Printing Office, 1967. For a
concise description, see Thoma’ A. Lawler, “Seasonal Adjustmetst
of the Money Stock: Problems and Policy Implications,’’ Economic
Review, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond (November/Decens-
her 1977), pp. 19—27, especially p. 23-also William P. Cleveland
and David A. Pierce, “Seasonal Adjustment Methods,” Federal
Reserve Bulletins (Decemher 1981), pp. 875—81.
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adjustment procedure is used worldwide to seasonally
adjust a broad variety of social and economic data from
U.S. unemployment to Israeli tourism. Consequently,
its application to monetary data is both well-
understood and widely accepted.4

The present seasonal adjustment of the monetary
aggregates is accomplished in two steps. First, each
component of the monetary aggregate is seasonally
adjusted separately. Second, the resulting data are
summed to obtain the seasonally adjusted monetary
aggregate. This procedure is used because the indi-
vidual components have different seasonal patterns;
for example, checkable deposits have a different sea-
sonal pattern than currency, and both have different
patterns from those of small time deposits or large
certificates of deposit.”

The Basic X-11 Procedure

The X-11 procedure for estimating the seasonal fac-
tors consists of two steps: First the data are detrended.
Then, the seasonal factors are estimated from the de-
trended series.

The first step is accomplished by fitting a trend line
to the actual series over a sufficient time span so that
the estimate will he unaffected by shorter-term sea-
sonal or random variations. Once estimated, the trend,
C1, can be removed from equation 1 to yield

(3) ~ S~E1.

Fluctuations of this series around its mean value of 1.0
are due to either seasonal or random causes.

The second step, that of estimating 51, is accom-
plished by calculating the ratio of the detrended
monetary measure at time t to a weighted moving
average of monetary data centered around t. The

“Nonetheless, alternative procedures have been proposed to flu-
prove on various perceived shortcomings of the X-11 method. See
Arnold Zellner, ed., Seasonal Analysis of Economic Time Series,
Proceedings of tlse Conference on the Seasonal Analysis of Eco-
nosnic Time Series (Washington, D.C., September 9—10), 1976;
and Geoffrey Moore, and others, Seasonal Adjustment of the
Monetary Aggregates, Report of the Committee of Experts on
Seasonal Adjustment Techniques (Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System, October 1981).

‘
5
This procedure, lsowever, snay he issferior to seasonal adjustmesst

of the components joitstly. For example. the currency and check-
able deposit compouents each should he seasonally adjsisted sepa-
rately but use information from the other series. See John Ceweke,
“l’he Temporal and Sectoral Aggregation of Seasonsally Adjusted
Time Series,” its Seasonal Analysis of Economic Time Series, pp.
411—27, and comments by Michael Lowell, pp. 428—30, and John
B. Taylor, pp. 431—32.

weighting scheme is symmetric; for example, an
observation 4 periods before t will receive the same
weight as an observation 4 periods after t. Moreover,
the weights are chosen so as to emphasize near
observations in tisne more than distant ones; thus, an
observation 4 periods away will receive more weight
than an observation 5 periods away. The weights for
months more than three and a halfyears away in either
direction are very small.

Ifat any point this ratio of the detrended monetary
component to its weighted moving average exceeds
unity, either seasonal or random variation probably has
caused it to rise at that point. If the ratio consistently
exceeds unity for the same point in a year for a number
of years in succession, however, random variation can
be disregarded.

In the basic X-1.1 process, these steps of detrending
and deseasonalizing are undertaken iteratively with a
variety of refinements at each phase, primarily to re-
duce the influence of so-called “outliers,” that is,
observations whose discrepancies are so much greater
than other observations that trend-cycle or seasonal
variation cannot reasonably account for the dis-
crepancy.6

The basic X-11 procedure, as just noted, uses data
symmetrically centered about the observation being
seasonally adjusted. Thus, fully adjusting current data
is impossible; to do so would require having the as yet
unknown future values of the variable. Consequently,
the basic X-11 program does not adjust current
observations based on a symmetric weighted moving
average calculation, Instead, it has an arbitrary set of
end-weights for adjusting current and recent past data.
Thus, the preliminary estimates of the seasonal factors
are based only on known, past data. As the data re-
quired for the moving average calculation become
available, they are incorporated in the X-11 seasonal
adjustment process, and the estimates of seasonal fac-

1
9’his culling of outliers is accomplished by computing a moving
standard deviation and reducing the weight of any observation
lying, say, more thats three standard deviations from tlse trend—
cycle seasonal expected value. The rationale for this removal is that
failure to do so would bias tlse estimates ofthe seasonal factors due
to the presence of a deviation in the data for S~E

1
which is not a

seasonal or random Ihetor; however, this procedure injects ajudg-
mental element into the estimation that, wlsile well—intentioned,
dilutes the objectivity ofany analysis perfornsed usingthe adjusted
data. See “The BLS Seasonal Factor Method, “BLS Handbook of
Methods frr Surveys and Studies, U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Lahor Statistics (1976), p. 273; also, Pierce, “Seasonal
Adjustment Methods.” In the BLS study, the foundation for this
outlier adjustsncnt is called a credence factor, which refers to the
low probability of an observation lying more than two or three
standard deviations from the mean. In the Board study, the
method is referred to as judgsnental.
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Table I

Tests for Bias in Preltminary 1982 Monthly Seasonally
Adjusted Ml Growth Rates
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tors are revssed. On many occasions th se revisions
have been quite sizeable.

The Current A-Il ARIMA Procedure Previous analyses indicated that revisions in the es-
timates of seasonally adjusted money stock measures

The Board of Governors’ Committee of Experts on based on the basic X-11 program were large and that
Seasonal Adjustment Techniques felt that the revisions the preliminary seasonally adjusted data generally
resulting from application of the basic x-1i prograns were biased measures of the subsequently revised
were excessive and recommended changes to reduce data.9 In 1982, the X-11 ARIMA seasonal adjustment
the size of revisions.’ One of the procedures recom- procedure was adopted with the intent of improving
mended was the adoption of the X-11 ARIMA proce- the preliminary seasonally adjusted estimates by re-
dure, which replaces the use of the arbitrary end- ducing the size of these subsequent res’isions in money
weights in the adjtistment of current data with the measures. We now evaluate the performance of this
application of centered weights using forecasts of the new procedure.
underlying series for the future values needed. Not-Seasonally-Adjusted Money

These forecasts come from Autoregressive, Inte- Growth Rates
grated Moving Average (ARIMA) time series models.
Revisions in the seasonal adjustment factors are lim- Table 1 evaluates this new procedure by examining
ited only to the errors associated in forecasting future the relationship between preliminary and revised
values. Unlike the basic X-11 program then the -

this was the imposition ofcredit controls from Marcls through June
weights which are applied to the not seasonally ad- of 1980. This program imposed restraints on commercial bank
justed data (including atiy forecasted data) associated lending and, therefore, reduced demand deposits. Without sosne-

with specific time periods will be the same for the howoffscttingthisefl’ect, the estimated seasonal adjustmentfactors
would have been distorted by this non-seasonal event. Although

preliminary seasossal adjustment and all subsequent theX-il ARlMAprogram has’thecapabilitvofremovingindividual

revisions. In this regard, it was believed that the X-11 outliers, it can incurdifficulties when suds outliers represent a russ
ARIMA would result in smaller revisions of seasonally ofconsccutive, unusualobservations, as with thccrediteontrols. In

s the case when a sharp swing in tlse series occurs over a fewperiods
adjusted money stock measures. in succession, the present’ procedure preadjusts the underlying

series, through intcn’ention analysis, to minimize the effects such
TSee Moore, and others, “Seasonal Adjustment of the Monetary occurrences would have o,s the ‘seasonal adjustment procedure.

Aggregates.” See Cleveland and Pierce, “Seasonal Adjustment Methods,” pp.
&The current seasonal adjustment of monetary- data also encom- 876—78.

passes one further refinement referred to as intervention analysis.
9
See Poole and Lieherman, “Improving Monetary Coistrol,”

Intervention analysis is undertaken when extraordinary events ~‘- pp. 320—33; Lawler, “Seasonal Adjustment,”pp. 24—25; and Cour-
suchasaredefinitionofmonctan’aggregatesorotherchangeintbe tenay C. Stone and Jeffrey B.C. Olson, “Are the Preliminary
rules governing monetary institutions — is believed to have altered Week-to-Week Fluctuations in Ml Biased?” this Review (Decem-
the behavior of the observed munetary aggregates. An example of her 1978), pp. 13—20.
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snomithly growth rates in the narrow money stock, Ml.
Equation 1 evaluates the importance of revisions in the
not-seasonally-adjusted (NSA) Ml measures. In this
equation, revised growth rates of N’ SA Mi (%AM1Rr)
are regressed against the preliminary NSA growth
rates (%~M1P~).’°If these revisions of NSA mea-
sures, attributable to the removal of processing errors
and benchmark revisions, are random in nature, then
the preliminary growth rate measures will be reliable
estimates of revised growth rates. ~ If so, we expect to
find the intercept coefficient 13o inequation 1 of table 1
to be insignificantly different from zero, and the slope
coefficient ~ to he not different from unity. Moreover,
the residuals should show no evidence ofserial correla-
tion, and the H2 should be close to 1.0. If these condi-
tions are not met, the preliminary growth rates are
providing poor and/or biased estimates of revised
growth rates. An examination of the results in table 1
reveals that all of these conditions are met for equation
1. Therefore, we conclude that the preliminary NSA
Ml growth rates are unbiased and reliable estimates of
the revised unadjusted growth rates.

Seasonally Adjusted Money Growth Rates

Now consider the same issue regarding seasonally
adjusted Ml growth rates. Equation 2 regresses the
revised seasonally adjusted growth rate of Ml
(%~M1RD on the preliminary seasonally adjusted
measure (%~M1P~),Again, if the preliminary growth
rate is a good estimate of the revised growth rate, we
should observe that ~ is close to zero, that both 13i and
the H2 are close to one, and that the error term is
serially uncorrelated. The empirical results indicate
that only this last condition is satisfied. Both the esti-
mate of the intercept term, ~o, and the slope coef-
ficient, ~s. are significantly different from their desired
values. The H2 is also much smaller than that forequa-
tion 1.

The findings imply that preliminary seasonally ad-
justed estimates are biased predictors of revised sea-
sonally adjusted monthly growth rates, and that the
effects of revisions fis seasonal factors on Ml growth
rates are large relative to the effects of revisions in the
underlying NSA data. Thus, adopting the new adjust-
merit procedure has riot eliminated the bias problem or
the effects of large revisions in seasonal factors.

10
All percent changes (%A) are calculated as delta logs of monthly
data expressed irs annual rates. For example, %A,MlP~’
(1 nMl P~— InM lP~_~) x 1200.

“For a discussion ofthese revisions, see Richard W. Lang. “Bench-
mark Revisions of the Money Stock and Ranges of Money Stock
Growth,” this Review (June 1978), pp. 11—19.

A-Il ARIMA AND THE PROBLEM OF
EX-POST SMOOTHING

To better understand the bias problem, consider
chart 1, in which revised and prelimninarv monthly Ml
growth rates for 1982 are plotted. If the preliminary
growth rates were good estimates of revised growth
rates, then a plot of both growth rates should be along
the “perfect fit” line — the 45°dashed line, designated
as A. As illustrated, however, the estimated line
(shown as the solid line B) relating revised and pre-
liminary growth rates, as given by equation 2, is signifi-
cantly different from this.

The results in table 1 and chart 1 indicate that pre-
liminary money data are not reliable estimates of re-
vised data, and that the revisions have “smoothed” the
monthly growth rates relative to preliminary estimates
as well. Line B intersects Line A at a growth rate of8.1
percent — very close to the 1982 average monthly
growth rate using either revised or preliminary data
(8.2 percent each). Consider observations of prelimi-
nary growth rates above this 8.1 percent level. The fact
that line B is below the perfect fit liise A in such cases
indicates that the revised growth rates generally will
be less than preliminary growth rates. That is, pre-
liminary growth rates above the mean will be revised
downward, closer to the sample period mean.

Alternatively, when preliminary growth rate esti-
mates are less than 8.1 percent, line B lies above line
A, indicating that the revised growth rates generally
will be larger than the preliminary growth rates. ‘is
these cases, the growth rates generally will be revised
upward closer to the sample period mean. It is riotat all
surprising, then, that the variance of revised seasonally
adjusted growth rates is much less than that of the
preliminary — 38.6 and 71.7 percent, respectively.
This smoothing can he seen directly in chart 2 by the
wider distribution of the preliminary (black line) rela-
tive to the revised seasonally adjusted growth rates
(orange line).

While the use of the X-11 ARIMA seasonal adjust-
ment procedure has not eliminated the bias problem,
there is evidence to suggest that its preliminary esti-
mates represent some improvement over those of the
basic X-l1 procedure. When Stone and Olsen esti-
mated a weekly growth rate equation similar to equa-
tion 2 in table 1, they found the H2 to he only 0.44 and
13

i tobe only 0.21 for 197712 The fact that both ofthese

1m
Stoue and Olson, “Are the Preliminary Week—to-Week F’luctua-

tions in Ml Biased?” table VI, p. 19. Foramoredireeteomparison
using weekly data, see table 2 below.
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Chart 1

The Relationship Between Preliminary and Revised
Ml Growth Rates
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coefficients have moved closer to 1 in 1982 suggests
that the X-1l ARIMA procedure provides preliminary
seasonally adjusted estimates that are closer to the
revised numbers. This improvement is encouraging. It
remains true, however, that the preliminary measures
upon which policy is based are biased.

A-il ARIMA AND THE PROBLEM OF’
MONEY SUPPLY 5110(15

In order to accommodate seasonal money demand
variation, the money supply usust be varied seasonally.
The influence that the Federal Reserve has on the
money stock complicates the issue of seasonal adjust-
ment. Fluctuations in the qusantity of snoney may he
due to supply—side variations as a result of actions taken
by the Federal Reserve, as well as demand-side varia-

tions whether seasonal, random or trend-cycle. The
fact that the money stock is affected by Fed actions
snakes it important that the seasonal variation in the
demand for money be isolated. Presumably, it is this
effect that the Fed would want to accommodate. Un-
fortunately, the present seasonal adjustment proce-
dure fails to isolate demand shifts from supply im-
pulses.

As we have seen, this procedure is based on the
behavior of the money stock itself. The problem is that
the time series of money stock data records the history
of both demand- and supply-side effects. For example,
figure 2 shows the same increase in the money stock
from one month to the next that was illustrated earlier
in figure 1. Since the change in the money stock is
identical in both eases, present seasonal adjustment
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Chart 2

Seasonally Adjusted Ml Growth Rates

1982
NOTE: Horizontal dashed line represents an 8.2 average of preliminary and revised seasonal growth rates.

procedures would result in identical estimates of the
seasonal factors. Yet, there is an important difference.
It is only in the case offigure 1 that the change was due
to seasonal variation in the demand for money. In
figure 2, the increase in money stock is a result of Fed
actions with no seasonal change in the demand for
money.

Why is this estimation problem a concern? To see
the inherent difficulties, consider a policy action based
on a faulty seasonal estimate. Suppose, for example,
that a seasonal increase in the demand for mnoney is
“expected”, but never occurs (figure 2 is again rel-
evant). The Fed would increase the supply of money,
hut demand would remain unchanged. As an excess
supply of money developed, the public would increase
its purchases of goods arid services or financial assets.

Thus, as a result of the incorrect estimation of the
seasonal impulse, the monetary authorities worild
cause the type of economic disruptions they were
trying to mitigate. Additionally, since the quantity of
money would increase, the seasonal adjustment proce-
dure would continue to show that there was a seasonal
impulse in the data. Consequently, monetary author-
ities would have little reason to suspect that there were
any problems with their actions when they examined
the behavior of seasonally adjusted money stock.

P.ROPOSE~:DALTERNATIVE METHODS

These problems and others have led to a number of
proposals for modifying or replacing current proce-
dures. They range from isnproving the specifications of
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Figure 2

Misestimated Seasonal Demand Variation Leads to
Inappropriate Money Supply Variation

seasonal demand variation — for example, a model-
based seasonal adjustment — to forsaking seasonal
adjustment altogether.53

Model-Bo.sed Seasonal AdJusunens

The Board of Governors’ Committee of Experts on
Seasonal Adjustment Techniques recommended con-
sideration of another seasonal adjustment procedure:
“Model-based approaches to seasonal adjustment of
monetary aggregates should he developed arid applied
on a current and a continuing hasis.” The advantages
of this procedure with respect to the currently em-
ployed X-i1 ARIMA include explicit allowance for
both deterministic and stochastic influences within the
seasonal adjustment procedure amid separation of
short-run variations in seasonal factors from long-run

“These problems with seasonal adjustment procedures are not

uisk-nown to the Federal Reserve Board of Governors: they are
outlined in the report of its Committee of Expei-ts on Seasonal
Adjustment Techniques. Of the Committee’s 10 recomniers—
datiosss for impros’ing seasonal adjustment procedures, five ad-
dressed the need for reducing reyisions ofthe estimated seasonal
factors, and five, i’s various ways, asserted the need for the Board
to set forth its views on policy with respect to seasonal s’ariatiosss
in tlse demand for arid supply of money assd credit,” Moore, and
others, “Seasonal Adjustment.”

“Moore. and others, “Seasonal Adjrsstsnent, -, Recommendation 3,
p. 2.

stable factors. Thus, this procedure has the potential of
avoiding ex-post smoothing, which plagues the X-il
adjustment procedures, while at the same time allow-
ing for endogenous estimation of changes in seasonal
factors. ~° It is clear, however, that this procedure
would depend on the judgment of the modeler in
selecting the deterministic elesnents.

The model-based procedure’s potential advantage
over the purely statistical analysis of the X-ll ARIMA
procedure is its ability to explicitly model the be-
havioral aspects underlying money demand. These
aspects include both the calendar characteristics and
the opportusnity costs and motivations of money- hold-
ing; their inclusion, at least irs principle, provides a way’
to distissguish between supply— and demand—induced
movements of the money stock. 16

Table 2 presents tests on weekly growth rates of
seasonall adjusted Ml, using both the model—based
and the X-ll ARIMA procedure. As in table 1, the
revised estimated growth rates, seasonally adjusted by
each procedure, are regressed on the preliminary es-
timnated growth rates. Once again, reliable policy

M guidance requires that the preliminary estimates be
unbiased predictors of the revised estimates, which
implies that the 13o and I~sshall he, respectively, insig-
nificantly different from zero arid unity. As can he
seen, the X-l1 ARIMA estimates are biased at the
weekly level as they were at the monthly level, hut the
model—based procedure estimates satisfy both criteria.
The Durbin—Watsori statistic, however, is in the ambi—

“Another substantial advasstage of this procedrsre is that it is a
weekly model, Thus, in contrast to the X—l 1 ,&RIMA procedus-e.
the model-based procedure rlirectly bandIes calendar quirks sucb
as holidays, the varying nusuber of weeks in a month or even the
clay of tl,c week upon which schedule—by—date transactions occur-
These anomalies change the nsositbly transaction pattersis in a way
that a monthly based procedure cannot systematically or depend-
ably assess.

“Irs order to obtains these advantages, the suodcl—based procedure

assumes that the seasonsality in a monetary aggregate has both a
deterministic and a stochastic cosnponerst. The procedss,-e first
obtains estimates of the deterministic component in order to
isolate tbe stochastic component as a residual; then it identifies the
stochastic structure as an ARt MA model; amid finally, it estimates
simultaneosssly both deterministic ann stochastic componessts.
See David A. Pin-ce, Michael R. Grope,and William F. Cleve-
land. ‘‘Model—Based Seasonal Adjustsnent of the Weekly Mone—
tan’ Aggregates” (Boai-d of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, October 1982), ,uimeo, This multipart procedure has
beers used to estimate seasonal fiscto,-s and to provide ass alterna-
tive seasonally adjnssted Ml series since Januao’ 1982 (reported in
the Board ofGoyernors’ 11.6 statistical release). As the Connsnittee
ofExperts suggested, tIns will “build up a fissicl of experience with
model—based approaches so that their advantages and disadvass—
tages can he appraised in a i-caustic environment. -‘ Moore, and
others, ‘‘Seasonal Adjustment, ‘ p. 2.

R
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Year-Over-Year Growth Rates

Some monetary economists have become so skepti-
cal of seasomiallv adjusted money stock data that they
now suggest that it mio longer he calculated. For exam-
ple, Poole and Lieherman were concerned that “one of
the dangers of the X-l 1 model is that outliers are all too
easily explained away by superficial appeal to changing
seasonals.”’ Thus, concerned ohservers of momietary
targeting have suggested using the year-over-year
growth rates of NSA aggregates, thereby avoiding the
problem of biased prelimninary seasonally adjusted
data. Since both the current and one year earlier NSA
values would be from a similar point in the seasonal
cycle, the only seasonaL effect on the year-over-year

Money stock measures currently are adjusted for
seasonal variation via a variant of the X-ll seasonal
adjustmnent program. The use of tbns programn has many
shortcomings, especially for policymakers. The pre-
liminary estimates of the seasonal factors, which
policymakers must use in implementing policy, are
biased. This implies that policies may have been ex-
ecuted on faulty information. There is also a concern
that revised estimates of seasonally adjusted money
measures under the present procedure have been

58
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noted the nsefolness of measuninmg money’ growth irs this fashiois:

‘‘TIse orcliniary ~2—nsnnsth cisansge does Isave the advantage ofnot being
affected at all Isv seasonal adj ostnnen,t revisionis because it can he
c’onspu ted from i nsadj sistcd data.

Moore, annh others, ‘Seasonal Acljostment,’ p. 48.

Table 2

Comparative Results of Tests for Bias in Preliminary 1982
Weekly Seasonally Adjusted Ml Growth Rates — X-1 1 ARIMA
and Model-Based Procedures

X 11 ARIMA Model-Basen

~ FsiR~ l~ Um ~ ~ M1FR, It,. P ‘Yo.l M’P:
R DW Ii;, s ft DW

4080 0492 0579 246 2011 1 ~40 6486 250

(1779; 0060) t3565s 0 I67i

statistic lesling H,. ~., 0 t-statmstmc testing H ii., 0
I 2.29’ t, . 056

I statistv. test rig H,. . 1 0 t sta flc testemg H. . . 1 0.

1, 8W I. 083

NOTE ‘Denotes reler.tmorm of rib
1
’sypothes s at the 5 percent .evel S~anUarderrar of coothciert

estimate in parentheses

tiII,Imis fl~FIf)nliiIIiig,l.Li’II’SI’Ii,tI(iiIieI.itiiiII2. i.
3
2.:m.. s.hr’n.’III r,tIe\~omilnlii mill Iioiii .i rl,,inqr iii tIIu~IasniI.mI

at (lie .5 pelki’ il h’~el.mIdhlIeIiknmuchIu\~vi-(haiI iacti,i run, mine ‘ciii ti ilm~.in~l. ‘liii.. nlI.11I41-ujlI In’
l.0,Ln(li.~eulo~\icIati~etotlial Inrtlir’\.—ll \Iil\t\ 1111101 il’l~Ili\l’(iillIe’.c,i~0uliLI hn1oi-iN.rlt,tni!~~iIlnut
i’’~lini,iti’’,. ‘~.onetlmelyss.(Ilese nmlnlyl—I,.L~,’Ilii’’.nll, ill’ ~ii’lil LII’ lmllI’~.rmmn ‘t’.lsiiil.LI inipliI,.y in ihmbi
LII iinprmcnient 0\eI (III’ N—Il ~Ifl\l \ i-,.siilt’, I, the p,1ti’mI in tIn~taslomin.
t’\IeiII hit III’ I5reIinli1I~ii\ estimates ui the me~ked

Ibis lnmnenlinl’\\l,nlnIfluld It!, theeriticisin thaIqin~~lImrati’s.treh,uthinnI,t,i~c.nI.innInnlshIed LoWe
1)11,11 adlustlilellt 1sri,eeiliire h.L5 o\eml~s,noollun’.z crilmi-isw (II the tUlielli

1
i,omedn,e. siiio,1thii’d h1 d~Ll.L thiemi’h~,Ie’liu\ lIt& lnlliortJiIt in—

i’n,r-iIatioll .111(1 hi iIiI’~iil(II)IetUtIlIii I)! silppl\—sIili

sbim,cbs,Ls ‘,ii’~oit! ,Irnm.nld ‘hiiik ..(i’ Ii4ilFei . flepoul—

111th \S\.L’jthil’Lh.it(’tZiIi~~Ihi i;il-’ ii, thii% hl’,hiiI}i, .iIII’\i—

(lii -‘ilI iii limit iniiiort.ImIt niinin,mtim,n ‘Ilil’ III

(1I,t_,iI_(hI,(l ii, tIme .idjiislinint fllti’s.

CONCLUSHI)NS

‘Poole and Lieherman, ‘‘Improviug Monetary Control,” p. 332.

l’he Shadow Open Market Committee has recommended elimi—
mating seasonal adjustment ofthe monetary aggregates altogether.
In its place, the Committee has recommended m’eporting NSA
aggregates for the most recent period anch for the corresponding
period of tlse previous year. See also the ‘‘Policy Statement of tIme
Shadow Open Market Co,unaittee, Marcls 16, 1981,” A,nmsucil Re-
port, Center for Research ins Goveronseut Policy audI Business,
Graduate School of Management, U,siversity of Rochester )Juue
1981), pp. 3u~35,especially p. 33.
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overly smoothed, destroying information for ex-post
analyses ofpolicy. Finally, the present seasonal adjust-
ment technique does not differemitiate among the var-
ious factors affecting the monetary stock. It has been
suggested that monetary policy should accommodate
seasonal demand impulses, yet the present technique
does not attempt to isolate these impulses from those
due to non-seasonal changes in the money supply.

There currently are two alternative solutions to the
problems cited above. One solution would be to im-
prove tmpon the seasonal adjustment procedure itself.
A model-based adjustmemit procedure, which does not
result in systematic revisions of seasonal factors, is one
possibility. The model-based approach investigated
here satisfies both the unbiasedness and the no-

smoothing criteria. There remains a question, howev-
er, regarding the ability of this procedure to isolate
seasonal demand variation.

At the other extreme, there is the beliefthat estima-
tion problems associated with seasonal adjustment are
insuperable. Some critics have even recommended
that seasonally adjusted data no longer be published.
In this case, monitorimig year-over-year growth rates of
not-seasonally-adjusted money represents a feasible
process for tracking the tremsd-cycle component of the
money stock. Whether or not one of these extremes is
selected, it is clear that seasonal adjustment problems
present a challenge for a policy based on the targeting
of a monetary aggregate that cannot be ignored.
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